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AIRIUS  
Airius manufactures high efficiency destratification fans for 
different types and sizes of buildings.  Airius products have 
assisted thousands of facilities around the world to increase 
comfort, balance humidity, increase indoor quality, reduce 
carbon footprints, contribute LEED points and save on HVAC 
energy costs.  
 

www.airiusfans.com 
 

 
 

Innovent  
Innovent is part of the Unison Comfort Group of companies. 
Innovent Air Handling Equipment has met the specialized 
needs of thousands of customers across North America, 
providing custom solutions for a wide range of facilities.  

www.innoventair.com 
 

 

Valent 
Valent packaged air handling units are part of the Unison 
Comfort Group of companies. Valent Air is a manufacturer of 
feature-rich configurable ventilation equipment designed to 
address the needs of building owners, specifying engineers, 
and installing contractors. 
 

www.valentair.com 
 

 

Precision Coils 
Precision Coils specializes in manufacturing competitively-
priced, precision-engineered replacement coils and OEM 
coils that always fit and are always on-time. And that means 
you can get your customers up and running quicker – with 
minimal installation time. 

www.precision-coils.com/ 

 

Hunter Industrial Fan 
Hunter is the largest selling fan in the residential market. 
Hunter now offers a complete line of commercial/industrial 
ceiling fans. By using direct drive energy efficient motors the 
Hunter line boast 30% energy savings and 50% install labor 
savings compared to other industrial ceiling fans 

industrialfans.hunterfan.com 
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Williams Fan Coils  
At Williams, we offer one of the most comprehensive lines of 
fan coils and air handlers in the business. Superior 
construction and flexible, reliable performance are 
trademarks of our commercial products. For the quality you 
expect, you can count on Williams.    
 

www.williamscomfortprod.com 
 

 
 

SMS       
Precision Plumbing Products- Products include pressure 
drop activated primers and distribution units, electronic 
priming systems, water and special application fluid hammer 
arrestors, laundry supply boxes and thermostatic mixing 
valves. These items are designed for commercial, industrial, 
institutional and residential projects.  
IPEX Enfield / Labline / PlenumLine (PVDF) – IPEX acid 
waste systems deliver the proven corrosion resistance of our 
specially formulated polypropylene or PVDF, and feature our 
state-of-the-art mechanical joining system using no-heat 
Elastolive, for high-integrity joints in seconds.  Enfield 
electrofusion fittings are molded with an integral resistance 
wire in the socket, with jointing completed by energizing the 
resistance wire via a microprocessor controlled Enfusion 
Control Unit. 
IPEX Enpure - Enpure™ high-purity polypropylene piping 
systems eliminate the potential for contamination during the 
conveyance of ultra-pure liquids. 
Schott North America Inc. - Kimax Borosilicate Glass Drain 
and Vent Systems 
Acid neutralizing systems – Specializing in acidic waste 
neutralization, Traditional tanks or injection neutralization 
systems.  
Kusel - Kusel stainless steel floor drains, trench drains and 
cleanouts. 
Innerlynx - Innerlynx Modular Mechanical Seals are available in a 
variety of styles and sizes to suit a large range of pipe systems and 
penetration sealing applications. 

www.smillieltd.ca 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Wessel Tanks 
Wessel manufacturers a complete line of ASME and non 
ASME Expansion tanks for hydronic heating systems and 
potable water systems. The also offer air separators and air 
eliminators.              

www.westank.com 

Thermofin – Founded in 1993, Thermofin has since designed 
and manufactured a large number of high quality heat 
exchangers for a wide range of applications and took part in 
many large scale projects. Trusted as a partner of choice by 
many renowned companies, we became, in just a few years, 
one of the biggest aluminum extruded finned tubes 
manufacturer in North America. 

thermofin.net/ 
 

AIC Heat Exchangers - AIC is a group of companies that 
offers complete heat transfer solutions to the global market. 
Our expertise in this field stems from years of knowledge and 
working experience with diverse applications and industries 
around the world.  

aicheatexchangers.com 

http://www.williamscomfortprod.com/
http://www.smillieltd.ca/
http://www.westank.com/
https://thermofin.net/
https://aicheatexchangers.com/


                                                            

  
 

 

 
 

 

ACE Boiler - Commercial Water Heaters and Commercial 
Boilers. Mid Efficiency and High Efficiency. 

www.aceheaters.com 
 

Velocity Boiler - Residential and Commercial Boilers. Cast 
iron or wall hung. Stainless Steel Indirect Fired Water 
Heaters. 

www.velocityboilerworks.com 
 

 

http://www.aceheaters.com/
https://www.velocityboilerworks.com/

